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A b s t r a c t - - C o n c e p t u a l graphs are a knowledge representation language designed as a synthesis
of several different traditions. First are the semantic networks, which have been used in machine
translation and computational linguistics for over thirty years. Second are the logic-based techniques
of unification, lambda calculus, and Peirce's existential graphs. Third is the linguistic research based
on Tosni~re's dependency graphs and various forms of case grammar and thematic relations. Fourth
are the dataflow diagrams and Petri nets, which provide a computational me,~hani,m for relating
conceptual graphs to external procedures and databases. The result is a highly expressive system
of logic with a direct mapping to and from natural languages. The lambda calculus supports the
definitions for a taxonomic system and provides a general m e c h a ~ m for restructuring knowledge
bases. With the definitional mechanisms, conceptual graphs can be used as an intermediate stage
between natural languages and the rules and frames of expert systems--an important feature for
knowledge acquisition and for help and exphaatious. During the past five years, conceptual graphs
have been applied to almost every aspect of AI, ranging from expert systems and natural langm~e
to computer vision and neural networks. This paper surveys conceptual graphs, their development
from each of these traditions, and the applications based on them.

1. A COMMON F R A M E W O R K FOR AI
Natural languages and symbolic logic are both universal knowledge representations. Natural
languages set the standard for flexibility and expressive power: they deal with every aspect of
human life, including everything that could be said in any artificial language. Symbolic logic
sets the standard for precision and generality in formal systems: any program running on a
digital computer and even the computer itself could be defined in logic. The design goal for
conceptual graphs is to provide a universal knowledge representation language that combines the
expressive power of natural languages with the precision of symbolic logic. The book Conceptual
Structures [1] presents them as a synthesis of the formalisms used in AI and cognitive science.
After surveying philosophical and psychological issues in the first two chapters, it develops the
formal theory of conceptual graphs and applies it to logic, linguistics, and knowledge engineering.
The last chapter analyzes the limitations of conceptual thinking and returns to themes from the
first: the trade-offs between discrete symbols and continuous imagery and between logical and
associative modes of thought. Throughout the book, the common thread is the formalism of
conceptual graphs and their application to language, reasoning, perception, and behavior.
That book started an international movement with six annual workshops since 1986--the most
recent ones sponsored by AAAI, IJCAI, and ECAI. Since anything related to conceptual graphs
and their applications is within the scope of the workshops, the topics presented there have been
as broad as the field of AI itself:
• Natural language: parsing, generation, discourse analysis, text generation, tense and aspect, lexical choice, contexts, metaphor, analogies, thematic relations, and machine translation.
• Logic and reasoning: inference engines, inheritance theory, truth maintenance, induction,
modality, uncertainty, plausible reasoning, and reasoning about sets and numeric quantitiers.
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a Knowledge engineering: knowledge acquisition, machine learning, extracting knowledge
from texts, requirements analysis, systems analysis, database design, and semantic data
models.
• Hybrid systems: conceptual programming, logic programming with conceptual graphs,
and pattern recognizers that combine neural networks with conceptual graphs.
• Applications: expert systems, information retrieval, intelligent help, computer vision,
robotics, computer-integrated manufacturing, and communication in distributed systems.
In scope, the conceptual graph workshops are like miniature IJCAI's. But at large conferences, the
AI community is fragmented, and people rarely attend talks outside their narrow specialties. At
the conceptual graph workshops, all the presentations start with a common formalism, and people
with different specialties talk with one another on a deeper level. Because of their generality as a
system of logic and their readability as a graphic notation, conceptual graphs have been proposed
as a standard for information interchange by the ANSI X3H4 Committee on Information Resource
Dictionary Systems.
Conceptual graphs appeal to both scruflies and nests. For the nests, they are a system of
logic with a model-theoretic semantics. For the scruffies, they are data structures that can
be manipulated with the heuristic techniques of AI. The next section of this paper discusses the
sources of conceptual graphs in both the scruffy and the neat traditions. Section 3 gives examples
of the graphs and their relationship to frames, predicate calculus, and other systems. The last
section surveys applications of conceptual graphs that have been implemented in the last five
years.
2. FOUNDATIONS OF C O N C E P T U A L G R A P H S
The box and circle notation for conceptual graphs was invented by John Sows, but the formal
structures are a synthesis of a century of work in logic, linguistics, philosophy, and AI. The logical
foundations are based on the work by the philosopher and logician C.S. Peirce. In 1883, Peirce
developed the first linear notation for first-order logic. With later variations by Schr6der, Peano,
and Russell, it evolved into the modern system of predicate calculus. In Peirce's original notation,
the sentence A farmer owns a donkey could be represented by the following formula:

~=E~ (tarmer= • donkey~ • oenszy).
Except for the differences in parentheses and operator symbols (5-I.for 3 and • for A), this formula
is equivalent to the modern notation for predicate calculus:

(3x) (3y) (~armor(x) A donkey(y) A owns (x, y ) ) .
Yet Peirce felt that the predicate notation for logic was unduly complex. In 1882, he had developed his relational graphs, which could express the sentence A farmer owns a donkey in a much
simpler way:
~armer--oens---donkey.
In this notation, the bars represent existential quantifiers: the bar on the left corresponds to
(3x), and the one on the right corresponds to (3y). Figure 1 shows a more complex graph for
the sentence A farmer owns and beats a donkey.
owns,,,
farmer

,,

"t

donkey
beats

Figure 1. Relational graph for "A farmer owns and beats a donkey."
The interlinked bars on the left represent (3x), and the ones on the right represent (3y).
Figure 1 corresponds to the following formula in predicate calculus:

(3x) (3y) (farmer(x) A donkey(y) A oensCx,y) A beatsCx,y).
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As this formula illustrates, relational graphs can represent conjunctions and existential quantitiers. Peirce tried marking the nodes and ares with special symbols that would show negations,
disjunctions, and universal quantifiers; but he could not find a general way to represent all possible combinations of those operators. For the next 15 years, he did most of his research in logic
with the linear notation. Then in 1897, he invented ezistentiai graphs with the simple, hut powerful mechanism of graphs nested within contexts that were parts of larger graphs. The nested
contexts enabled him to extend the power of the graphs to all of first-order logic and later to
modal and higher-order logic as well. Figure 2 shows an existential graph for the sentence I f a
f a r m e r owns a donkey, then he beats it.

Figure 2. Existential graph for "If a farmer owns a donkey, then he beats it."

In Figure 2, each oval represents a negation. The nest of two ovals represents implication, since
(pA ~, q) is equivalent to (p D q). The /f-oval contains one bar for the farmer and one for
the donkey, both of which extend into the then-oval. The two bars correspond to the variables x
and y in the predicate calculus:
~ ( 3 x ) ( 3 y ) C f a r m e r ( x ) A donkey(y) A oensCx0y)A ~ beatsCx,y)).
With the symbol D for implication, the existential quantifiers for a f a r m e r and a donkey must
be replaced by universal quantifiers in front of the formula:
(Vx)(Vy) ((~axmer(x) A donkey(y) A owns ( x , y ) )

D beats(x,y)).

If this formula were translated directly into English, the result would sound unnatural: For all
z and all y, if x is a f a r m e r and y is a donkey and x owns y, then x beats y. For representing
implications, Peirce's ovals have a more direct mapping to English than the predicate calculus
form with the D operator.
In developing existential graphs, Peirce was searching for the simplest primitives that would
support all of logic; he was not trying to preserve linguistic naturalness. Remarkably, his nested
contexts turn out to be isomorphic to the discourse representation strnctures (DRS) by Hans
Kamp [2], who was trying to represent quantification and anaphora in natural languages. Figure 2
shows the DRS for Peirce's Figure 2.

x
y
farmer(x)
owns(x,y)

donkey(y)

beats(x,y)

Figure 3. DRS for "If a farmer owns a donkey, then he beats it."

In Figure 3, the variables x and y represent discourse referents, which correspond to Peiree's bars.
The two boxes are contexts, and the arrow represents implication. Knmp's implication does not
correspond to the symbol D in predicate calculus, since Kamp makes the additional assumption
that variables in the consequent axe within the scope of discourse referents in the antecedent. That
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assumption also holds for Peirce's contexts, but not for predicate calculus with the ~ operator.
There is no room in this article to summarize all of Kamp's examples and arguments, but the
important point is the one-to-one relationship between Kamp's boxes and variables and Peirce's
ovals and bars. Kamp's search rules for resolving pronouns and other anaphoric references in
ORS form also apply to Peirce's contexts. When independent efforts proceeding from different
directions lead to isomorphic structures, that is evidence for the importance of those structures.
Although Peirce and Kamp could represent the global structure of logic and discourse with
their nested contexts, they did not address the finer linguistic details inside the contexts. To
represent that level, Lucien Tesni~re [3] developed graph structures for his system of dependency
grammar. For over 20 years, Igor Mel'~uk [4] has been using them for detailed studies of lexical
patterns in Russian and French. For computational linguistics, David Hays [5] adopted them and
influenced Roger Schank, who shifted the emphasis from syntactic dependencies to conceptual
dependencies [6]. But despite their linguistic and computational sophistication, the graphs by
Tesni~re, Hays, Schank, and Mel'~uk are at the same logics] level as Peirce's relational graphs
of 1882. Peirce's contexts provide the missing structures that are needed to support all of logic.
By combining the contexts with the dependency graphs, conceptual graphs not only support
Kamp's discourse theory; they also provide a formalism that can represent Schank's scripts [7]
and memory organization packets [8].
Tesni~re concentrated on the syntactic relations between words and phrases, but he did not
distinguish the different kinds of semantic relations. For the following sentences, his dependency
graphs would have unlabeled arcs linking the verb to the subject and object:
• Tom built a house.
• He owned the house.
• He liked the house.
• He sold the house.

Syntactically, these four sentences have the same subject-verb-object pattern. Semantically,
however, the underlying relations are very different. Building and selling are actions, whose
subjects axe agents; but owning and liking are states, which do not have agents. Since liking is
a mental state, its subject would be an experiencer. Since owning is a legal state, its subject
is merely in a state of ownership. Since the object of building does not exist until after the
action is performed, it is the result of the action. But for the other verbs, the object is a passive
participant that exists before the action or state; it is usually called the patient. To distinguish
these semantic relations, the arcs on the graphs should be labeled with agent and palient or their
abbreviations t G r f and PTIT.
For his system of correlational nets, Silvio Ceccato [9] labeled the arcs with 56 different relation types. Besides the linguistic relations, he included time and place relations and structural
relations like part-whole or element-collection. Although Ceccato was the first to implement a
graph system with labeled relations, he mixed the low-level linguistic relations with more complex relations such as puller to thing pulled. The linguists Fillmore [10] and Gruber [tl] later
analyzed the relations in greater depth and classified them more systematically. Their case roles
or thematic relations have become a standard feature of linguistic theory. The classification of
the relations and their use in word definition and semantic structure is still an active area of
research; see [12] for a recent collection of papers on the topic.
For conceptual graphs, the linguistic relations are taken as primitives, but high-level relations
such as puller to thing pulled can be defined in terms of them. High-level relations are especially
common in expert systems, where the rules and frames tend to use complex relations such as
original-cost-in-US-dollars or number-of-loading-cycles. Those relations are far removed from the
linguistic primitives. But the high-level concept and relation types can be defined in terms of the
low-level types. In the traditional notation, a function f could be defined by an equation like the
following:
f(x) "- a x 2 ~- bz + C.
In this equation, f ( z ) names the function f and its formal parameter z at the same time. The
expression on the right is the body of the definition, in which the parameter z is replaced by
the value of the argument whenever the function is invoked. Alonzo Church [13] developed the
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A-cakulus as a way of separating the name of a function from its definition:
f -~ (Az) (az 2 + bz Jr c).
On the left is the name f, and on the right is a A-ezpression that defines f . As merely a notation,
the A-calculus is no better than the traditional definitions. More important is the ability to
perform operations on the definition itself; that is only possible when the definition and the name
can be separated. When they are separated, the A-expressions can be freely transformed by
Church's rules for expansion and contraction, which generate intermediate structures for which
names would be an encumbrance. With conceptual graphs, the A-calculns provides a way of
reorganizing knowledge by defining the concepts and relations of one knowledge base in terms of
the primitives of another; Church's rules can then transform one into the other [14]. For natural
language, A-expressions are also used in representing generalized quantifiers, relative clauses,
elliptical expressions, metaphor, and metonymy [15].
Pattern matching has always been an important AI technique, and graphs are especially good
for supporting pattern matches over complex structures. Alan Robinson's unification algorithm
for theorem proving [16] is a general and elegant form of pattern matching that was adapted
to graph unification as the mazimal join algorithm [17]. Besides the ability to represent logic
and language, a computational system requires links to other computer facilities and the outside
world. Those are provided by actor nodes attached to conceptual graphs. They are associated
with external procedures and database relations, which may be triggered by a marker passing
algorithm inspired by Petri nets [18].
As this survey shows, conceptual graphs were derived from a synthesis of logic and linguistics:
the logic is based on Peirce's graphs, unification, and the A-calculus; the linguistics is based on
dependency graphs and case grammar. The synthesis was not achieved all at once: the first
version of conceptual graphs was developed in 1968 as a term paper for Marvin Minsky's course
on AI at MIT. It introduced the box and circle notation with nested boxes for subordinate clauses
in English. The only two graph influences on that system were Quillian [19] and Hays [5]. In
the first published version [17], the formation rules and graph unification were added under the
influence of lectures given at IBM by Alan Robinson. To support database query, the actor
nodes were added, and the terminology was chosen for consistency with relational database
theory: the joins and projections of conceptual graphs are the intensional counterparts of the
joins and projections of database relations. At a workshop on graph grammars, the A-calculus
for definitions was first presented [20]. At another conference [21], Hintikka's game-theoretical
semantics was adapted to the graphs; Peirce's logic was not yet fully integrated with the graphs.
Since Roger Schank has always eschewed formalism, his work has not contributed any formal
features to the conceptual graphs. However, his research has had a strong influence on the way
the graphs are used to support AI applications: Schank and his students are second only to Peirce
in the number of references in the index of Conceptual Str~uctures. When that book was finished
in 1983, some recent linguistic developments were not incorporated in it: generalized quantifiers,
situation semantics, and Kamp's discourse representation theory. Yet they did not require any
new features in the formalism: since the conceptual graph contexts were based on Peirce's,
they were isomorphic to Kamp's; the A-calculus provided the basis for representing generalized
quantifiers; and situation semantics led to a clarification of the meaning of the graphs, but it did
not require any changes in them.
Although the box and circle notation or the equivalent linear form is the most obvious feature
of conceptual graphs, the notation is not part of the formal theory. In Conceptual Structures, no
definition, assumption, theorem, or proof ever refers to the notation; any notation that conforms
to the definitions may be used. Some semantic networks always include the type-subtype arrows
in the diagrams. For conceptual graphs, those arrows are usually omitted because they tend to
make the diagrams too cluttered. Yet that is a purely stylistic preference, and the type-subtype
arrows are sometimes drawn for emphasis. To show conceptual relations, Schank's graphs [22]
have various kinds of arrows instead of labeled circles. That is another stylistic preference that
could also be adopted, if desired. Since Kamp's boxes are isomorphic to Peirce's ovals and hence
to the conceptual graph boxes, Kamp's DRS notation is also acceptable. The purpose of the
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conceptual graph theory is not to exclude or replace all other theories, but to accommodate them
and show how they are interrelated. A great deal of research has been done in those traditions,
and when appropriate, it should be accepted, adopted, and used.
3. E X A M P L E S OF C O N C E P T U A L G R A P H S
A distinctive feature of conceptual graphs is the amount of structure inside the concept and
relation nodes. Figure 4 shows three concepts. The first contains only the type label CAT; it may
be read as the English phrase a cat. The second has a colon, which separates the type from the
referent, which in this case names the cat Yojo. The third concept has a plural referent, which
names a set of two cats, Yojo and Tiger Lily.

I CAT: ojo I

I CAT: t¥ojo, Tiger L,,yJ l

Figure 4. Concepts with type and referent fields.
There is a formula operator ~b, which maps conceptual graphs to formulas in the predicate calculus.
It maps the first concept to a forfnula that says there exists a cat: ( 3 x ) c a t ( x ) . It maps the
second concept to a formula that says Yojo is a cat: ¢at(Yojo). It maps the third concept to a
formula that says there exists a set x consisting of Yojo and Tiger Lily and every y in x is a cat:
(3x)(xffi{Yojo, Tiger Lily} A (Vy)(y E x D c a t ( y ) ) ) .
Besides names and sets, the referent field may contain other information that determines what
the concept refers to: a quantifier such as V for every or h o s t for most; an indezical referent
such as # for the definite article the; a variable such as *x or *y to show a coreference link; or
even a nested conceptual graph to represent one of Peirce's contexts. Besides a type label llke
CAT, the type field could contain a h-expression that defines a new type.
Boxes represent concepts, and circles represent conceptual relations. Figure 5 shows a conceptual graph for the sentence A cat chased a mouse. It contains four concept boxes: one for the
cat, one for the chase, one for the mouse, and a large one that encloses the others. The agent
relation (AG|T) links the chase to the cat; patient (PTFr) links the chase to the mouse; and past
(PAST) attaches to the box that represents a situation in the past.

CHASE ,00s

,

Figure 5. Conceptualgraph for "A cat chased a mouse."
A concept that encloses another graph is called a context. This one has an implicit type label
SITUATIOi, which was omitted to save space; its referent field contains the nested graph that
describes the situation. Besides the box and circle notation, there is a more compact linear form
that is easier to type. Figure 5 would be represented with square brackets for the concepts and
rounded parentheses for the relations:
(PAST) --~ [ [CAT] ~-(AGIT) ~- [CHASE] --~(PTNT)--~ [MOUSE] 3.

In the mapping to predicate calculus, the formula operator ~b assigns a constant or quantified
variable to each concept. Type labels on the concepts become monadic predicates, and relations
with n arcs become n-adic predicates. Following is the formula that corresponds to Figure 5:
paet((3x)(3y)(3z)(ca~(x)

A chase(y) A mouse(z) A a g n t ( y , x )

A ptn~(y,z))).
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This formula treats chase as a predicate that applies to an event variable y. The PAST relation
becomes a predicate that applies to an entire formula. The arrows on the conceptual relations have
no semantic significance. Their only meaning is to distinguish the arguments: the arrow pointing
towards the circle marks the first argument of the predicate form, and the arrow pointing away
marks the last argument; if a relation has more than two arguments, the arrows are numbered.
As a mnemonic, the arrow pointing towards the circle may be read "has a," and the one pointing
away may be read "which is."
The concepts [CAT] and DOUSE] refer to some indefinite individuals of type CAT and MOUSE.
The sentence Yojo is chasing Mickey would be represented with names in the referent fields:

[CAT: Yoj o] ~--(AGNT)~- [CHASE]~ (PTNT)--~ [MOUSE: Hickey].
The sentence Every cat chases three mice would be represented by a quantifier V for every and a
plural referent for the mice:
[CAT :V] ~--(AGFr) ~--[CHASE]--* (PTNT)--+ [HOUSE: {*}@3].
The symbol {*) represents a set of unspecified individuals; the concept type shows that they
must all be mice; and @3 says that the count or cardinality of the set is 3. The operator ~b maps
this graph to the following formula:
(Vx)(cat(x) D ( g y ) ( s o r ( y ) A c o u n t ( y , 3 )
A (Vz)(z G y D (mouse(z)
A (gw)(chase(w) A agnt(w,x) ,A p r n r ( w , z ) ) ) ) ) ) .
As this example shows, the mapping from English to conceptual graphs is short and simple, but
the mapping to predicate calculus is much more complex. The quantifiers in the formula show
that for each cat x there exists a set y of three mice, and for each mouse z in y there exists
an instance of chasing w of the mouse z by the cat x. Note that plural referents generate two
variables: y represents the set of mice, and z ranges over individual mice in the set y.
In conceptual graphs, the scope of quantifiers is not determined by linear order, but by precedence: universal quantifiers have high precedence, the quantifiers for plurals have middle precedence, and the default existentials have low precedence. When it is necessary to override the
default precedence, context boxes are used to delimit the scope. For plurals, the markers Dist
and Co]- change the precedence for the distributive and collective interpretations. If every cat
chased all three mice at once, the collective marker Col would be inserted in front of the plural
referent:
[CAT: V ] *---(AGNT)~ [CHASF..J----*(PTNT)--+ [MOUSE: Col{*)@3].
The marker Col lowers the precedence of the quantifiers for the plural so that there is only one
instance of chasing for all three mice:
(Vx)(cat;(x) D ( 3 y ) ( 3 z ) ( c h a s e ( y ) A s e t ( z )
A a g n t ( y , x ) A coun'c(z,3) A ( V w ) ( w G z D

(mouse(w) A ptnt(y,w))))).
The addition of the prefix Col to one concept node caused a major rearrangement of the resulting
formula. In this case, there is only one instance of chasing y for each cat, and all three mice are
patients of y. Local changes in an English sentence lead to local changes in the conceptual graph,
but they may cause a global reshuffling of the quantifiers in the formula. The ability to preserve
locality is a major reason why conceptual graphs have a simpler mapping to natural language.
The details of unscrambling the precedence levels and expanding the plural referents are handled
by the formula operator ~b [15].
The previous examples include more details than most logic textbooks, which typically give a
simpler formula for the sentence A cat chased a mouse:

(3x)(3y)(cat(x)

A mouse(y) A chased(x,y)).
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A liaguist would consider this formula too simplified to represent the significant features of language. When the tense is bundled into the predicate clms~t(x,y), there is no way to represent all
possible tenses in a systematic way. For a manner adverb like eagerly, the predicate clmeed(x,y)
has no place for attaching the adverb, but the conceptual graph allows the adverb to be attached
to the verb node. These are the same reasons why treating verbs as conceptual relations is
linguistically unsatisfactory:
[CAT'] --~(CHASED) --~ [SOUSE].

This graph, which maps to the previous formula by ~b, has the same weaknesses: the
(CHASED) buries the tense inside the relation node, and it leaves no room for attaching
or other adjuncts. Although a graph like that would not be used for linguistics, it might
in an expert system rule. To relate it to the linguistic form, a A-expression could be
define CHASEDin terms of the more primitive concepts and relations:

relation
adverbs
be used
used to

CHASED = (Ax,y) [aIIKtTE: *x] [ENTITY: *y]
(PAST) ~ [ [*x'l ,--(aGlrr) ~.- [ ~ a S E ] --~ (pTlrr)--, [*y'l "l.

This definition says that cHas~n is a label for a A-expression with two parameters x and y. The
parameter x must refer to something of type alIII~TE or some subtype like CaT, and the parameter
y must refer to something of type ENTITY or one of its subtypes. The second line says that in
the past, x was the agent of chasing y. With this definition, the A-expression for cHasED could
be expanded to recover the details.
The relation PaST does not show all the details that linguists require for tenses and aspects. A
more detailed temporal logic would show how the event in the situation box occurs at a point in
time that precedes the context-dependent speech time. Those details could be shown by defining
the PaST relation with a A-expression:
PaST = (~x) [TIME: #speoch-time]~--(SUCC),--[TIME]~---(PTIM)~--[SITUaTION:*x].
This definition says that PaST is a label for a ~-expression with one parameter x, which refers
to a situation. The # symbol marks contextually defined referents for concepts. In this case,
#speech-time refers to the time of speech for the current context. The definition may be read
"The speech time is the successor (SUCC) of a time, which is the point in time (PTIM) of a
situation x."
In situation semantics [23], it is important to distinguish between a situation in the real world
and a proposition that describes a situation. Figure 5 is an abbreviated graph whose expanded
form makes that distinction. The omitted type label, which is implied by the relation PAST, is
SITUATION. When a graph is the referent of a concept of type SITUATION, the graph is not the
situation. Instead, the graph states a proposition that describes the situation. Those relationships
are shown explicitly in the fully expanded graph:
[TIME: #speech-time] *--(SUCC)*-- [TIME](PTIH) ,---[SITUATION] ---,(DSCR)~ D~ItOPOSTTION]
( S T Y ) --,[ ~ H :

-

ECAT] ~ (A~IT) ~ ECHaSE3 --,(PTrr) ~ CXOUS~.] ].

Since this graph is too long to fit on one line, the hyphens show the continuations on subsequent
lines. It says that the contextually defined speech time is the successor of a time, which is the
point in time of a situation, which has a description (DSCR), which is a proposition, which has
a statement (sTiff), which is a graph for a cat chasing a mouse. In effect, the type label G ~ H
quotes a conceptual graph and treats it as a literal. The type labels PROPOSITION and SITUATION,
however, indicate that the graph is being used to state a proposition or describe a situation.
As these examples illustrate, conceptual graphs represent simple things simply, but they are
flexible enough to represent knowledge at any level of detail. With the standard guidelines for
mapping to and from natural language, Figure 5 is the preferred graph. It captures the significant
information without burying it in a mass of detail. Most parsers that map natural language into
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conceptual graphs generate graphs at that ~vel. When the detalis are ~re~vant, they can be
hidden by A-contraction. When the details are needed, they can be recovered by A-expansion.
Frames are simpler than graphs, and a typical frame maps directly into a conceptual graph.
As an example, consider the foliowing frame, taken from an example for the Cyc project ~ .
This frame shows the attributes of a car owned by a person named Fred:
TheStructuredIndividualThatIsFredeCar
instanceOf: Camaro
allInstanceOf: Camaro, Chevy, AmericanCar, Automobile,
V e h i c l e , Device, I n d i v i d u a l O b j e c t , Thing
owner: Fred
yearOfManufacture:

1988

originalCostInUS$: 15000
parts: FredsCarsSteeringWheel,FredsCarsLeftFrontTire,...
eetOfParts: TheSetOfPartsOfFredsCar
The first word TheStructuredIndividualThatlsFredsCar is the name of an entity. Its type is
Camaro, and all its supertypes are listed on lines 3 and 4 of the frame. The next three lines state
its owner, year of manufacture, and original cost. Line 8 lists the names of the entities that are
parts of the car, and the set of all parts has a separate name TheSetOfPartsOfFredsCar.
When a frame is mapped to a conceptual graph, slots in the frame become dyadic relations;
constraints on the slots become type labels of concepts; and values in the slots go into the referent
fields of concepts. The frame for Fred's car can be represented by the following graph:
[CAMARO: TheStructuredIndividualThatIsFredsCar]-

(OWNR)~EPF~SON:

Fred]

(WHEN-MANUFACTURED)-~[YEAR:

(ORIGINAL-COST)-~[MONEY:
(PART)-~[ENTITY:

1988]

@ $15,000 US]

{FredeCarsSteeringk'neel,FredsCareLeftFrontTire. . . .

)]-

(NAME)-~[WORD:TheSetOfPartsOfFredsCar].
The first line has a concept of type CAl~tRO whose referent field contains the name TheStruct u x e d I n d i v i d u a l T h a t l s F r e d s C a x . The hyphen after that concept indicates that the relations
attached to it are continued on subsequent lines. The @symbol in the concept of type ~0NE¥
indicates that $15,000 is not the name of an individual instance of money, hut a measure of
some amount of money. The set of parts, enclosed in braces, is the referent of a concept of type
ENTITY, and the name of that set is a WORDwith referent TheSet0fPartsOfFredsCax. The frame,
hut not the conceptual graph, also includes the path in the type hierarchy from CANAIt0 to THING.
That could be shown in a separate statement:
CAMARO < CHEVY < AMERICANCAR < AUTOMOBILE
< VEHICLE < DEVICE < INDIVIDUALOBJECT < THING.

The definitional mechanisms based on A-calculus allow high-level relations in the frame to be
mapped into the more primitive conceptual relations like AGNT, PTFr, or PTIIt The WIIF~• tNUFACTURED relation requires a nested context for the point in time when the entity was
manufactured:
WHEN-MANUFACTUP~F3) -- (Ax, y)
[ENTITY: *x]
E T I ~ : *y] *- (PTI~) ~- [SITUATION: [HAN~ACTUP~]-~ (P~LT) -+ [*x] 3.
This definition relates an ENTITY x to a TIME y, which is the point in time of a SITUATION,
in which there existed an act of MANUFACTURE,which ha([ a result x. Then the ORIGINAL-COST
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relation can be defined in terms of W ~ - | t A B ' t r F A C ~ :

ORIGINAL-COST = (Ax,y)
[EJTITY: *x] [MONEY: @ *y]
[*x] --,(WHEN-MANUFACTURED)--, [YEAR] ,--(PTIM) ~- [SITUATION:
[*x] --+(STAT) ~- [COST] --,(PTNT)--~ [,y] 1.
This definition relates an ENTITY x to an amount of KOBE¥ y, where x is linked by ~ R B I~BUFACTUR~ to a YEAR, which is the point in time of a SITUATION, in which x was in the
state of COST with patient y. With these definitions, the conceptual graph for Fred's car can
be expanded to a form that contains only the linguistic relations that m a p directly to natural
language:

[CAMAEO: T h e S t r u c t u r e d I n d i v i d u a l T h a t I s F r e d s C a r *x](PTBT)*-- tOWN]*--(STAT) *- [PEaSON: Fred]
(PART)--* [ENTITY: {FredsCarsSteeringiflteel, F r e d s C a r s L e f t F r o n t T i r e , . . . } ] (BANE)--~ [WORD:TheSet 0 f P a r t sOfFredsCar] ;

[YEAR: 19881(PTIM) ~- [SITUATION : [MANUFACTUEE] --,(RSLT)-~ [*x] ]
(PTIM)*-- [SITUATION : [*x]--~ (STAT)*-- [COST] (PTNT)-,[MOBEY:

@$18,000 US] 1.

Note that the original frame had a fiat structure, but this graph contains nested structures. The
nesting resulted from expanding the ORIGZNAL-COST and WHEN-I~NUFACTU~MgD relations, which
represent situations at times in the past. High-level relations are useful for suppressing irrelevant
detail. But if those details have significant interactions with other entities in the domain, it is
also important to recover them when needed. The A-expressions provide a way of defining any
relation in terms of an arbitrarily complex graph; all of the complexity, including the nested
structures, can be recovered when the definitions are expanded.
Frames have no standard mapping to English, but conceptual graphs that contain only lowlevel relations do have a direct mapping to English. The expanded version of the frame can be
translated to English, line-for-line:

TheStructuredlndivgdualThatIsFredeCar i s a Camaro;
i t i s owned by Fred;
i t has as p a r t s a s e t of e n t i t i e s c o n s i s t i n g of
FredsCarsSteeringgheel, FredsCarsLeftFrontTire,... ;
and t h e s e t of p a r t s i s named TheSetOfPartsOfFredsCar.
In t h e year 1988, i t eas manufactured,
and i t c o s t $15,000 US.
This kind of Engiish may not be elegant, but it is readable enough for a specification document.
It would also be suitable for a help facility that would explain the knowledge base by translating
relevant excerpts into English. The ability to generate explanations automatically requires a
knowledge representation language that has a direct mapping to natural language.
Although frames are convenient for many purposes, they cannot express all possible combinations of negations, disjunctions, and universal quantifiers. Conceptual graphs, however, can
represent all of logic. Figure 6 shows the conceptual graph for the sentence I f a farmer owns a
dosi:ey, then he beats it; it corresponds to Peirce's graph in Figure 2 and Kamp's DRS in Figure 3.
As in Peirce's form, Figure 6 has a nest of two negative contexts, here explicitly marked with the
-~ symbol. The concepts [ F ~
and [DONKEY]occur only in the outer context (the/f-part).
To show references to those concepts in the the,-part, two concepts of type T (the top of the
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Figure 6. Conceptualgraph for "If a farmer owns a donkey,then he beats it."
type lattice) are shown in the inner context. They are linked by dotted lines, called coreference
linlcs, to the concepts [FAlteR] and [DONKEY].
Concepts of type T typically represent pronouns in English (in this example, he and it). See
the paper by [15] for more detail about pronouns and discourse referents. In the linear form,
the dotted lines are represented by variables like *x and *y. The concept IT] becomes [ T : * x ] ,
which may be abbreviated as simply [*x]. Figure 6 then becomes
-~[ [FARNER: *x] --* (STAT) --~ [OWN]--* (PTNT) ---,[DONKEY: *y]
-~[ [*x] *-- (aGNT) ~-- [BEAT] -.-*(PTNT)--* [*y] ] ] .
To improve readability, the symbols IF and THEN are used as synonyms for the negative context
markers -1[; the period at the end represents the two closing brackets ] ] . The result is the
following graph:
IF [FARMER: *x] ~ (STAT)-.~ [OWN]--~ (PTNT) ---*['DONKEY: *y'l
TS~

C'x1 ~ (AGST) ~ [DEAT'] --, (PTZT) ~ r * y ] .

This linear form can be read directly as an English sentence: I f a farmer ~ owns a donkey y,
then z beats y. Since the symbols IF and THEN abbreviate Peirce's contexts, the scopes of the
quantifiers are correct.
Like the Peirce-Kamp form, the default quantifiers on concept nodes are existential. Unlike the
Peirce-Kamp form, conceptual graphs can directly represent all quantifiers expressed in natural
language. Consider the sentence Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it. The quantifying word
is every, the restrictor is the phrase farmer who owns a donkey, and the scope is the rest of the
sentence. To represent that sentence in the Peirce-Kamp form, it would first be transformed to the
if-then form of Figures 2, 3, and 6. Conceptual graphs, however, allow generalized quantifiers in
the referent field. The phrase every farmer would be represented by the concept [FAR/fElt: V ]. To
represent the phrase every farmer who owns a donkey, the type field must contain a A-expression
that defines the special type of donkey owning farmers:
[ (Ax) [FARMER:*x] - , (STAT)--* [DWN3--*(PTliT)-, [DONKEY]:V 3.
The relative clause is included in the A-expression that defines the concept type, and the quantifier
is placed in the referent field. The scope of the quantifier is the entire context in which the concept
occurs. Following is the graph for the whole sentence E~)eryfarmer who owns a donkey beats it:
[(Ax) [FAPJNER:*x3 -+ (STAT) -* [OWN]-,(PTNT)--* [DONKEY] : V]
• -- (AaNT) *.m [SEAT3 --* ( P T I T ) --* [ T : # 3 .
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The concept [T : #] represents the pronoun it. The # referent indicates something in the current
context, in this case, the donkey. By the rules for expanding the V quantifier [1] followed by
Kemp's rules for resolving pronouns, this graph can be expanded into exactly the same form as
Figure 6, which represents the logically equivalent sentence If a farmer owns a donkey, then he
beats it.
In discourse representation theory, Kemp did not provide means of representing the V quantifier
directly. He had to translate the sentence Every farmer who owns a donl~ey beats it directly into
the DRS form in Figure 3. That translation is a complex, non-context-free mapping: it requires
the quantifier to be translated to the more primitive DRS form during an early stage of semantic
interpretation. With the V quantifier and the # symbols in the referent field, conceptual graphs
allow the semantic interpreter to proceed in a purely context-free way:
• Each natural language phrase is mapped into a conceptual graph independent of the way
it may be nested inside any other structure.
• Then the graphs for the separate constituents are joined to form the interpretation of the
sentence as a whole•
• Finally, the quantifiers can be expanded, and the discourse referents can be resolved to
form the final semantic interpretation.
By postponing the resolution of anaphora, conceptual graphs provide an intermediate stage that
allows other processing to be performed• The simple cases are handled in a way that is equivalent to Kemp's, but complex references can be deferred until further background knowledge is
considered.
The actor nodes on conceptual graphs are derived by skolemization: whenever an existentially
quantified variable y depends on a universally quantified variable x, it is possible to define a
function f from x to y. To illustrate that principle, consider a formula for Every employee earns
a salary:
(Vx)(::ly) (omp'loyee(x) D (ea.].ax'y(y) A e a x a s C z , y ) ) .
By introducing a Skolem function f(x), the variable y and the quantifier (3y) can be eliminated:
(Vx) (employee(x) ~ ( e a X a r y ( f ( x ) ) A e a r a m ( x , f ( x ) ) ) .
For every employee z, the function f(x) determines z's salary. In an Entity-Relationship diagram,
the function f corresponds to a diamond node linking the entity type mlPLOYn to the entity type
S~tRY. In conceptual graphs, there are no variables in the pure graph notation. Therefore, there
are no variables to eliminate with Skolem functions. Instead, a Skolem function is represented
by an actor node bound to the conceptual graph. It is connected with dotted lines to distinguish
it from the links of the associated conceptual graph. Figure 7 shows a conceptual graph with its
bound actor (the BF.JIFrelation indicates the beneficiary).

••

o

o•
.o

EMPLOYEE: V

EARN

Figure 7. A conceptual graph with a bound actor.
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In the linear notation, actors are enclosed in angle brackets to distinguish them from concepts
and conceptual relations. To write Figure 7 in a linear form, certain nodes have to be repeated,
and variables *x and *y are needed to show which nodes correspond:
[EMPLOYEE: V * x ] ~ ( B ~ i F ) *-- m'EARll]--.+(PTNT)--~ I'SM.AE¥: * y ]
E*x3--,<F.JIP-S.~L>~ E'y3 •

A function is an n-to-one relation. Instead of representing it with arrows, E-R diagrams place n
and 1 next to the diamond node. That same convention could be used with conceptual graphs:
C~IPLOYRE]-n-<R.4P-SkL>- 1 - CSALAEY3.

The conceptual graph expresses the purely logical relationships, and the actors specify procedures
or database relations that can compute the values upon request. As this example illustrates, the
conceptual graph is derived directly from the English sentence. Then the actor node is derived
by Skolemizing the quantifiers on the graph.
4. A P P L I C A T I O N S OF C O N C E P T U A L G R A P H S
Since Conceptual Structures appeared, over 200 papers, reports, and books on conceptual
graphs have been published, and 137 talks have been presented at the six annual workshops. At
least three students have finished Ph.D. dissertations on conceptual graphs, several more are in
progress, and many more M.S. projects are either finished or in progress. Implementing a major
AI system requires a great deal of work, and the largest efforts have been done as group projects.
Following are some of the larger projects, listed in the order in which they were started:
• At the IBM Paris Scientific Center, Jean Fargues designed a conceptual graph system
called Kalipsos. It includes a Prolog-like inference engine based on conceptual graphs, a
French parser and generator, and tools for knowledge acquisition [25-30].
• At Deakin University in Australia, Brian Garner directed a series of student projects using
conceptual graphs. As part of his Ph.D. research, Eric Tsui [31] built a large conceptual
graph system; other students extended it and applied it in several M.S. projects. Garner
and his group have been among the most prolific authors with over two dozen reports
and articles ranging from expert systems applications to natural language parsing and
case-based reasoning (see the papers by Garner et al. [32-37]).
• At the University of Minnesota, James Slagle has been directing student projects and
hosting a series of biweekly workshops on conceptual graphs with graduate students from
the university and researchers from Unisys, Control Data, and other companies in the
Minneapolis-St. Paul area. Single and his students have been working on reasoning with
sets and numeric quantifiers [38], situation models for diagnostics [39], and improved techniques for knowledge engineering [40]. The Unisys group has been developing conceptual
graph tools [41], representing temporal intervals [42], and applying the tools in expert
system development. At Control Data, Murphy and Nagle [43] implemented a blackboard
system for computer vision that used conceptual graphs as the language for representing
messages.
• At the IBM Rome Scientific Center, Pietro Dell'Orco started a project on using conceptual
graphs for an Italian question-answering system. Two professors at Ancona and Rome,
Paola Velardi and Maria Teresa Pazienza, have collaborated on it, and Francesco Antonacci
has been continuing the project and applying it to information retrieval [44-46].
• At New Mexico State University, Roger Hartley and Michael Coombs developed the
technique of model-generative reasoning (MGR). The models are generated by joining
conceptual graphs--a combinatorial process that requires guidance to avoid exponential overhead. To provide the guidance, they use a method of conceptual programming,
where the procedures are expressed by actors, which are themselves defined by conceptual
graphs. They have applied MGR to problems ranging from robot control to DNA sequence
analysis [47-49].
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Besides these projects that have been in progress for five years or more, several new projects
have been started at other universities around the world. But a l i s t ~ of projects by title would
probably be less informative than a detailed description of just a few. The following projects
illustrate the variety of ways of using conceptual graphs, both as a formal system and as a
heuristic tool. The selection of these projects for more detailed descriptions by no means implies
that the other projects are less significant.
Some of the most instructive examples compare conceptual graphs to other techniques.
Smith [50] presented a major commercial project that used conceptual graphs at Reuters in
the U.K. The company supplies financial information to dealers, banks, and brokers worldwide.
The information is packaged as services delivered through terminals linked in various ways. To
configure a package of products and services for each client,Reuters decided to build a system
called C A M E S (Client AdMin Expert System). They have about 2000 product codes that had to
be configured for customer offerings.They succeeded in building a conceptual graph configurator
after fallingwith a rule-based system:
• Reuters originally hired an AI consulting firm to build a prototype using a conventional
rule-based expert system shell. But that system was rejected because the maintenance
and development effortproved to he unacceptable. They evaluated other rule-based shells
and concluded that none of them would have been substantially better.
• The conceptual graph system has a more modular structure, which proved to he much
easier to develop and extend. As a result, the C G approach succeeded where the rulebased prototype failed. Reuters has now installedthe C A M E S system in production use,
and it has proven to he faster and more accurate in configuring orders than a group of ten
clerks.
This project illustratesseveral important points: Conceptual graphs succeeded where rule-based
expert systems failed;Prolog is a flexiblelanguage for implementing shellswith reasoning strategies that are differentfrom the usual rule-based languages; and the approach has proven to be
practical for a large commercial project.
The original system failed because it was not sufficientlymodular: the knowledge about each
product was scattered across many differentrules;each time a new product was added or changed,
several rules had to be changed; and itwas impossible to print out and examine allthe information
that the system had about any particular product. Furthermore, much of the validation process
had to be coded in a procedural language, where the information was even more difficultto find,
examine, and update. The rule-based prototype required an excessive amount of development
and maintenance effort when it reached only 100 products, and Reuters concluded that it would
be hopeless to try to extend the system to their full product line. The main reason why the
conceptual graph system succeeded is that the knowledge representation was more uniform and
modular:
• For each product, there was a central point for finding all the information about the
product, displaying it, and maintaining it. The graphs for each product could be examined
and updated without considering any other part of the system.
• For each client, the result of the configurator was a graph that described all the products
and features at the client's site. As the development continued, extra levels of testing and
validation could be added to the system without affecting the information or the methods
used to build the graphs.
• Conceptual graphs provided a uniform knowledge representation that could be used in all
aspects of the system. The schemata for each product, the definitions for each feature,
and the rules for validating the results were all represented in the same notation.
• Actor nodes on conceptual graphs provided a convenient way of accessing external information in a relational database. Since the actors encapsulate the details of how they
operate, they could be implemented with a Prolog interface to SQL that was transparent
to the graph operations.
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For each product, CAMES has several schemata represented as conceptual graphs. Following
is a schema for a product of type B01|R-A:
schema f o r BONR-A(x) i s
I'ADD-OI: *x](HAS)+--[SUBSCRIBER]
(suPP) ~ [ ~ 0 ~ s :

c~80m)s]

(IFS.D)-, [ s A s i c ]
(REQT) ~ [BONDS-DATABASE].

This graph says that BONR-Ais an add-on product that supplies a service B0WDS,with the service
code CGBONDS. The relation NEED shows that BOI-R requires the presence of BASIC, which is
another PRODUCT, and BONDS-DATABASE,which is a type of SERVICE. The same product may
have other schemata that represent different views or purposes. Following is another schema for
BONR-A:
schema f o r BONR-A(x) i s
[PRODUCT: *x](PART)+- [SITE]
(EXPT) ~ [CONTROLLER-CODE](CODE)~- [CO)ITROrX~.R]--. (ATTR)-. [INSTALLED].
This graph says that BONR-A is a product that is part of a site, and it has an expectation
CONTROLLER-CODE, which is a code for a CONTROLLER,which has attribute IliSTM~LED. Each of
these graphs describes one aspect of the product, and the complete description is generated by
joining all of them.
The maximal joins that combine schemata preserve type constraints, but they may generate
models that violate global constraints. Those additional constraints can also be represented by
conceptual graphs, which are projected into the resulting models. The following graph represents
the constraint that no two products should supply the same service:

-~[ [SERVICE3 (SUPP)*-- [PRODUCT:

*a]

(SUPP)*- [PRODUCT:

*b] --~(DFFR)--~ [*a] ].

Literally, this graph says that it is false that there exists a service supplied by a product *a and
by a product *b that differs from *a. This constraint can be checked by projecting it into the
model for the current client. For example, the following graph might have been generated for
some subscriber UK00001:
[SUBSCRIBER: UK00001](HAS)--~ [MONR-FF: {#1}@l](SUPP)-* [MONEY-RATES: CGMONR]
(SUPP)--~ [FINANCIAL-FUTURE: CGFF=*a],
(HAS) ~

[F~,: {#2}®l](SUPP) [FINANCIAL-FUTURES:

CGFF=*a].

By projecting the previous constraint into this graph, the following violation is found:
[FINANCIAL-FUTURES: CGFF] (SWP),--CMOIR-~: {#1)®1]
(SUPP)*--- [FFA: {#2}@I].
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This graph can then be translated into the following error message:
MOMR-FF and FFA s u p p l y t h e same s e r v i c e

FINJ~CIkL-FUTURRS.

With conceptual graphs, only I0 constraints were needed to achieve a level of validation that
required many more rules and procedures in the original prototype.
Although the schemata represented in conceptual graphs have a strong similarity to frames,
they are more flexible.The main differenceis the formation rules that allow conceptual graphs to
be joined to form larger conceptual graphs. Frames cannot support such a uniform representation:
when two frames are linked by a common variable,the result is not a bigger frame, but a pair of
two frames. The frames therefore lose the uniform representation that is maintained by the rules
for conceptual graphs. That uniformity makes the applications simpler and more modular:
• Local constraints on type matches are automatically enforced by the rules for joining
graphs. It is not possible to generate a configuration that violates those constraints, and
no extra rules are needed to enforce them.
• Global constraints axe enforced by projections into the graphs that result from the joins.
Once a graph has been created by a join, the order in which the graphs were joined or the
number of joins is irrelevant. Therefore, projections can enforce constraintsthat would be
difficultto implement or even to state in rule-based or frame-based systems.
Another project used conceptual graphs for knowledge acquisition and compared them with
the traditional AI techniques of rapid prototyping [40]. The authors had two differentteams do
knowledge acquisition for an actual audit planning task for an electronics company. The C G
team used conceptual graphs as the intermediate specificationlanguage, and the W team used a
more traditional AI approach with five stages of problem identification,analysis, formalization,
implementation, and testing. Both teams took the same amount of time (approximately 140
hours), and both produced a working prototype. But the C G team also had a formal specification
in conceptual graphs in addition to the prototype. A n independent group rated the process and
the results of the C G team better than the W team in almost every respect. Most significantly,
the C G team had a more complete implementation, whereas the W prototype "did not deal with
many essentialissues and cues" and it did not "correctlyclassifyissues." The only area where the
C G team was rated lower was that the linear notation for CG's was not considered sufficiently
readable by the domain experts. The graphic form, however, was considered quite readable.
After the comparison was finished, another person was able to use the conceptual graph specification to build another prototype in a different language (KEE), even though he had not
participated in the original knowledge acquisition task. Since the W team did not produce an
independent specification,it was not possible for anyone else to implement another system from
their results. This study showed that conceptual graphs are expressive enough to represent the
complete application specification.Furthermore, even with only paper and pencil, they improved
the quality of the resulting system without delaying the implementation. If the developers had
access to the tools of the Reuters project, the conceptual graph specification would have been
the implementation.
For the expert system applications, conceptual graphs were used as a system of logic. Their
graph structure also supports comparisons and pattern matching for associative and analogical
reasoning. Leishman [51] built a system for doing analogies with conceptual graphs and showed
that it could support all the classical analogies reported in the AI literature. For metaphor,
analogies are important, but Way [52] developed a theory of dynamic type hierarchies that would
modify the concept types. Understanding poetic language is merely one application; even more
important is the ability of metaphor to enrich the knowledge base with new concept types in the
hierarchy. As an example, consider the metaphor My car is thirsty. This sentence violates the
constraint that every instance of THIRSTY is an attribute of an ,tIIIMAL:

This metaphor cannot be interpreted by finding a missing relationship between the car and some
unstated animal. Instead, the concept corresponding to the car must be linked directly to the
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concept [THIRSTY] by the ATTItrelation, even though such a ]ink would violate the constraint. To
permit that link, Way's system would compare the types t l I l U L and CAR to find their minimed
common supertype, MOBILE-EIITITY. Then it would refine the type hierarchy with a new type t
that would be a subtype of I|DBILg-EIITITY and a supertype of both tliI~tI, and Ctlt.

MOBiLE-ENTITY

t

CAR

ANIMAL

Figure 8. New type 1; introduced by metaphor.

Figure 8 shows the place for the new type t in the hierarchy, but it does not show the differentia
that distinguishes 1; from the supertype MOBILE-~-IITITY. To define t, the system must search for
properties of AIIINtL related to THIRSTY:
[THIRSTY] , - (ATTR),-- [ t l I K t L ] ---, (STtT)
---*[REQUIRE] "--,(PTIT)--~ [LIQUID].

This graph says that thirsty is an attribute of an animal that requires liquid. The right side of
the graph can serve as the body of a A-expression that defines 1; as a mobile entity that requires
liquid:
t = {Ax) [HOBILE-EliTITY: *x] ---,(STATS--* [ltEQUIRE]---,(PTliT)--, [LIQUID].
The new concept type refines the type hierarchy. Then any conceptual pattern for an AliTlUL
that needs LIQUID could be generalized to t. Besides saying that a car is thirsty, one could say
that it drinks, it stops for a drink, or it guzzles. After these patterns have been generalized
to the type t, the standard AI techniques of inheritance would allow any 140BII~-EIlTITY that
requires liquid to inherit them. Trucks, planes, and ships, for example, could all be called gas
guzzlers. This application uses the structural properties of the graphs for supporting analogies,
the A-expressions for defining new types, and the smooth mapping from natural languages to
conceptual graphs.
With the increasing interest in neural networks, some researchers have abandoned symbolic
representations for the lower-level neural networks. Lendaris [53,54], however, developed a hybrid
learning system that combined conceptual graphs with neural networks. Unlike most neural
networks that match inputs directly to outputs, his system used concepts as an intermediate
representation. In the first stage, it would match inputs to concepts; in the second stage, it
would match conceptual graphs formed from those concepts to the outputs. The hybrid system
had a significantly reduced error rate and a faster learning rate than networks that matched
inputs to outputs directly.
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